Welcome to The Hub and thank you for choosing to utilize the system to its fullest capabilities –
as an individual client input/management system. It is our intent to make The Hub a useful tool
for you and your program while also providing the information we need to share your program’s
impact and success. Following is a detailed manual (with screenshots) to help you navigate the
system. We have also recorded videos to show what it is in the following pages. They are
available via links on our website’s Program Resources page.
This will be referenced in the following pages, but the system flows as follows: Users will set up
Participant Groups/Classes for their program  then input Participants and assign them to
Participant Group/Classes  then track Attendance (services provided) by Participant
Groups/Classes  then input Participant Performance Measures (outcomes).
The best news? There is no more Quarterly Report because the system is doing it for you.
Thank you for your patience as we navigate through this process. As always, we are here to assist
you. If you have questions, please email them to helpdesk@cscslc.org or call us at 772-408-1100.
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Following is the user manual for The Hub. This manual is for those programs that have chosen to use the
system to its fullest capacity by utilizing the individual client management system. Programs choosing to
use aggregate data input can find detailed instructions in a separate user manual.

The Hub – Delivery
Client Management System for Individual Demographics and Performance:
The module to access the client management system is called Delivery. Click to access.

In Delivery, the following screen appears. The main landing page for Delivery is the dashboard page. This
page shows recent records as well as any saved views the user may have created. The strength of the
system is the ability to review and analyze the data in the system.

Here is a brief video on how to access the data and create dashboards - https://bit.ly/3nyY0Bq
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AGENCIES TAB
By clicking on the Agencies tab, users will be taken to the following screen where your Agency’s name will
appear. Click on View.

Agency Details
After clicking on View – your Agency Details will appear. The details include a summary of all the clients
being served across all your programs, your agency’s contacts and your programs. For any graphic image,
if you click the hamburger (three lines) in the corner, you will have options to change the graphic or
download.

Insurance and Audit Information
The Agencies tab is also where providers will upload their Insurance and Audit information. Simply click
on “Create New” and a drop down box will appear – click on either Audit or Insurance and new screen will
appear for you to upload the appropriate document.
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PROGRAMS TAB
By clicking on the Programs tab, users will be taken to the following screen where your funded program’s
name(s) will appear. Click on View to select the program with which you wish to interact.

Programs Details
After clicking on View – your Programs Details will appear. The details include a summary of your program
including dashboards for all clients being served in your program, your program’s attendance, your
program’s performance measures, your program’s clients and program contacts. For any graphic image,
if you click the hamburger (three lines) in the corner, you will have options to change the graphic or
download.
The below screenshot shows the Performance Measures collection percentage as well as Attendance
summary that is adjustable by sliding the date range adjustor.
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The Programs tab is also a shortcut to nearly all the components of the Delivery module. Attendance and
Performance Measures input can be selected directly from the graphics of each.**
IMPORTANT:
The basic flow of the Delivery module is as follows: Users will set up Participant Groups/Classes for
their program  then input Participants and assign them to Participant Group/Classes  track
Attendance (services provided) by Participant Groups/Classes  input Participant Performance
Measures (outcomes)  relax because there is no more Quarterly Report because the system is
doing it for you.

Participant Groups/Classes.
Programs need to set up Participant Groups/Classes. Participant Groups/Classes are a way for a program
to organize the participants and services being provided. Participant Groups/Classes could be as simple
as the location name where participants attend (after-school program site) or can be broken down into
case managers names or a class/classroom.
For example, a case management program may set up the Participant Groups/Classes by case manager.
This will allow for the participants/clients to be assigned to the case manager and for the program to track
services being provided and performance measures specific to that case manager. Another example is if
a program provides services in a multi-week class setting, the Participants Groups/Classes can be set up
by class offered. This allows the program to determine who attended what class and the specific measures
of that class.
Click on the following to set up Participant Groups/Classes
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Once selected, the below screen will appear. The fields that have “*” are required. Keep in mind this is
how you want to organize your program. Examples how to organize include, but are not limited to
classroom, site, location, or case worker. Additionally, some programs, particularly after-school (or outof-school) programs, should designate school year services versus summer services as many expand in the
summer.

Further down the screen is the ability to include additional information primarily designed for public
consumption (Public Information). These are not required at the time. In future updates/ enhancements,
the system will have the ability to provide information to your website if there are openings in your
program. Additionally at the bottom of this page you can assign participants (if you already have them
entered) to the newly added Participant Groups/Classes. Be sure to click Save Entry.
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Written Commentary/Success Stories
The PROGRAMS tab is also where users can provide written commentary on their programs performance
as well as provide a success story. Success stories are always encouraged because they are shared with
the Children’s Services Council board. This can be done either monthly or quarterly by selecting Create
New and selecting the below option(s):

Once selected the following page appears for users to submit their narrative on their budget, assessments,
performance measures and success stories. Be sure to click Save Entry.
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PARTICIPANTS TAB
By clicking on the Participants tab, user will be taken to the following screen where your funded program’s
clients will appear. The information is customizable by click on the gear icon. Click View to see individual
participant’s details.

Participants Details
By clicking View, you can see the details of the Participant including their attendance, data collection of
performance measures, demographic information, and episodes**. Performance measures and
Attendance can be inputted on this screen for an individual participant by clicking the hamburger (three
lines) in the top right corner. Participant’s general info can be updated by clicking on Modify.

**Episodes are the dates when a participant received your services. When a participant/client leaves
your program, users should go in and click on Episodes to add the closing date and reason they stopped
receiving services.
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Note or File
Users can add a Note or File to a Participant record. By clicking “New Note”, a new screen will appear to
document a note and schedule a follow up if needed. This Note or File stays with the Participant record.

Adding a New Participant
To Add a New Participant into the system, click on New Participant (blue rectangle) or hover over the
Participant tab and click New Participant.

The user will compete the following screen and select if the Participant is an adult or youth and choose
which program the Participant is receiving services. Once selected hit Save.
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Next, the user will be taken to the demographic information screen. The following screen outlines some
of the requested items. Only the asterisk (*) items are required. Please hit Save when complete. The
system will not allow the Participant to be saved unless all required items are complete.

Additionally, the system was intentionally set up to only request basic information. However, if your
program requires additional information/detail to make the system useful for your purposes, please
contact the Children’s Services Council Team. We can add fields to the Participant demographic
information specific to your program.
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Of note on the Participant screen, the user will be asked to select the Groups the participant will be in.
This references the Participant Groups/Classes that the user set up in PROGRAMS. Additionally, users will
have to select the anticipated Service(s)** that will be provided to the Participants. The Open Date is to
indicate when the participant started in your program.
**Service(s) lists are set up by the Children’s Services Council team and are associated to your program.
The services list is very broad to capture all the services provided by all the Children’s Services Council
funded programs. If you believe service(s) you provide are not documented correctly, please contact the
Children’s Services Council.
Now that Participants are entered into the system, users can begin documenting the services they provide
in the Attendance tab.

ATTENDANCE TAB
By clicking on the Attendance tab, user will be taken to the following screen where your graphic
dashboards reflect the amount of services the program has provided. The first graph has a slide
adjustment that can move to narrow the date range of services/attendance.

For the Attendance tab, one service/attendance is quantified as one unit. For example, if a child attends
one day in an after-school program, that would be equal to one unit of service. If a case management or
home visitation program saw a client on a day, that also equals one unit. Also, just like all the dashboard
graphics, clicking on the hamburger (three lines) in the corner gives users option to change or download
the graphic.
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Entering New Attendance
There are multiple ways to enter in Attendance for your participants.
From the Attendance tab, hover over Attendance and click New Attendance.

The following screen will appear. Users will select program and click Proceed.

Additional ways to enter in Attendance are from the Programs screen.
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Or through the individual Participant screen – clicking hamburger (three lines) to Record Attendance.

After clicking on New Attendance (or Record Attendance) the following screen will appear.

In order for names to appear to enter in Attendance, users must select the Group that you are recording
attendance for (this refers to Participant/Group Classes on page 4), the activities/services provided, and
the date range. Once all three are selected, names will appear of participants associated.
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To enter in Attendance, enter a “1” by the name of the Participant. In doing so, the block will turn green.
If a Participant was not in Attendance, simply enter a “0”. There are short cuts to entering in attendance
in mass. If the user enters a 1 in a Participant’s block and then grabs the black square and drags it to other
Participants or days, it will automatically fill in “1” across all that the square encompasses. A user can
then enter “0” for those that did not attend.

IMPORTANT - If a Participant is not displayed in Attendance, check to make sure the Participant is
associated with correct Participant Classes/Groups (page 4), has a current open date/Episode (page
7), and Service(s) (page 8-9) associated with Participant
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On-site Sign In/Today
For programs that have participant sign-ins, such as after-school programs or those that offer classes,
there is an additional way to enter in daily attendance. To do so, the user will need to click on the blue
“Sign-in/today box”

Once clicked, the user will see the following screen. The user will have to select the appropriate Group
and Activities/Services. Once doing so, the list of Participants will appear with Sign In and Sign out options.
To capture Attendance the user will click on “sign in” or “sign out” and it will record the Attendance of the
Participant.
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Entering Group Activity/Services
For some programs, services are not always delivered individual but in groups. When a program offers
services to groups and is unable to collect all the individual client information, the service will be logged
into the system by going to the Programs tab. Once the user has gone to the Program Details page of the
corresponding program, click on Create New and select Group Activity/Services from the drop down
menu.

Once selected users will be taken to the following screen. Simply select the current fiscal year and service
provided from drop down list. Enter in the number of children (or adults) that were in the group and the
location of the group service. The address will start to self populate with local addresses as user begins
to enter. Once done, click “Save Entry”.
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Children’s Services Council funded programs are used to the term outcomes. Outcomes are the
contracted impact your program has on the clients you serve. For those utilizing the client management
system, outcomes are now referred to as Performance Measures (PM). Performance Measures are
accessed through the Programs Tab.
Performance Measures are set up by the Children’s Services Council team based on the stated outcomes
in your proposal (and contract) and incorporates how your program measures them by Administrative
Points. Administrative Points are the time frames when your Participants Performance Measures should
be measured and inputted. This varies from program to program and is initially set up based on Children’s
Services Council’s knowledge of your assessment. If a user/program needs these to be modified, please
contact a Children’s Services Council team member.
Performance Measures are dashboards on your Programs Tab – listed as AP Summary, Measures and
Performance. See below.
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The AP (Administrative Points) Summary dashboard displays your program’s assigned performance
measures (Measure) and summarizes any performance measures that are collected, missing, late, due
soon or due later. It serves as a quick display of what Performance Measures you may need to complete.
The Measures dashboard lists the Participants by measure and the date the Performance Measure was
inputted into the system by Administrative Point. This dashboard is used to identify exactly which
Participants may still need data collected. If the color is red, that means the performance measure needs
to be collected for that participant. To change the Performance Measure (PM), click on the PM listed
below the word Measures as seen below. Users can also add Participants to a Performance Measure by
clicking the green rectangle labeled “Add Participant to Measure” Additionally, by clicking on any of the
Participant’s names, the user will be taken to their Participant Summary

The Performance dashboard allows users to see the performance of the program by Administrative Point
by selecting a “Run Set”

Viewing Performance (Run Set)
To view performance from the Performance Dashboard, users will first identify which Performance
Measure they want to examine by clicking and selecting a Performance Measure.

Next the users can determine specific performance of the measure by selecting a range in the “run set”
for each performance measure. Users will select the time Administrative Point (timeframe) to evaluate.

The selected Run Set will compute the performance of that measure for the select Admin Points. See
below for an example Run Set.
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The results of the Run Set show the overall performance as well as Participant performance. This is
valuable as users will be able to quickly and easily identify participants that may need more attention or
additional services to meet performance outcomes.

Entering Performance Measure Data
To enter in Performance Measures for Participants, from the Programs Tab, the user can either go to the
Measures dashboard (blue rectangle that says PM Input) or navigate to the PM Input from the dropdown
menu

From either Measure dashboard or the PM Input, users will need to select both the Performance Measure
and the Admin Point. Once selected, the user can input the measure for each Participant. The user will
input the date and the measure results (in example its Participants Average GPA). If there is a reason the
data could not be collected, there is a drop-down option to explain.
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Once the user has inputted the date and the measure results, the user will click Save Changes.
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